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 Data discovery in planetary science

Where it help in data preservation
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 Digital data in astronomy
Preservation came 20 years ago with OAIS

Valorisation come with FAIR

 (interoperable but also findable and accessible)
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 Digital data in astronomy
- Preservation with metadata

What to do with png file without 
metadata
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 Digital data in astronomy
- Preservation deal with FAIR

Preservation <=> futur usage of data
Reusable mean no preservation without metadata

Standardized metadata comes with IVOA
 (interoperable but also findable and accessible)
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 Planetary science & VESPA
How to make Planetary science data available 

without reinventing the wheel
    It come from several communities :
 Solar physics 

surface, activity, corona, wind
 Planets

Interior, surface (OGC), atmosphere
 Plasma

interplanetary medium, solar wind, planetary 
atmosphere

 Small bodies & comets
 Exoplanets
 Minerals and samples
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   - Technical issues
• ASCII tables
• Images not only fits
• Spectrum (not only incident light, 

minerals ...).
• Dynamic spectrum
• OGC data and services
• Orbitographic data (spice kernel)
• Maps
• Events (VO)
• …..

 
   

 Standards data format
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Long time maintenance => use existing eco-system

 adoption of IVOA with its eco-system (registry, 
TAP, Applications) 

 deviation of obscore into EPN-CORE
 list of mandatory parameters
 optional parameter list to satisfy sub-communities
 no more RA DEC access => time, objects, 

mission .... 

 
   

  Vespa ⊆ IVOA
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 Define a flat data model

Define a web client to access all 
data

 Double complexity
– Each community have their usage 
– Vespa started with only few services

 
   

 Work to be done
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 Vespa client
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 Already more than 60 services
 Each service appear indepently in the portal
 NASA (PPI) come with 170 services
 Vespa succes increase with 20 services / year
http://vespa.obspm.fr
devlopment version  
http://voparis-europlanet-dev.obspm.fr/

 How web portail can handle that?
 Thematic sort ?
 Other grouping of services ?
 What is the response time to the query ?
 When does the dynamic display break ? 

 

http://vespa.obspm.fr/
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User feedback
Complains

 - You can't find what you're looking for ?
 - It's not intuitive !
 - We don't work like that !
 - Everyone has a point of view on ergonomy !
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Local aproach

 

 

 1) registry query

 

2) query each database

Retreive metadata and query&retreive data

Distributed architecture  IVOA

Local metadata database 

centralized metadata database
Metadata previously harvested
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Local aproach

 - retrieval of the 34Millions metadata set
 - ingestion in a search engine.

 - Creation of spatial range zone (time, frequency) 
to be treated separately 

Polygons management problem
Range long/lat
Moc ?
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 NoSQL facilities/difficulties

 - Easy way to scan meta datas

 - Facets search make it intuitive 
– Search in large heterogeneous datasets

 - Many difficulties on diplaying hetrogeneous 
outputs (mixing carot and califlower) !

 - range filed type are usefull but weighs down the 
queries.

 - We have to optimized before clustering.
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Interface 

http://voparis-elasticsearch.obspm.fr/dev3
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Interface

 - real progres to do

 - Complementary to the calassical VO portal.

 - Main question remain how to display results

 - Take advantage of the Nasa portal ?
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